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Charles Alder CEO / RuralAid Is passionate about changing the lives of others for the better and believe in life we 
receive in proportion to what we give. Heading up Rural Aid and the programs they 
run including Buy a Bale, Farm and Community Rescue, Farm Army, Gift of Music and 
their counselling program is changing people’s lives. Australia’s rural communities 
face a myriad of issues from low wages, poor infrastructure, health and education 
issues to poor technology access. With Charles’s leadership, Rural Aid strive to find 
ways through programs to engage city and bush and provide practical solutions to 
these issues.

Grace Arach Founder, Bedo Ki 
Gen ( Living With 
Hope)

 Grace is a former child soldier/bride who was abducted by the LRA in Uganda 
when she was 12. She has now established a foundation to raise money and provide 
services to support former child soldiers and their families with the intergenerational 
impact of trauma

Lorena Allam Indigenous Affairs 
Editor/ Guardian 
Australia

Lorena is descended from the Gamilaraay and Yawalaraay nations of north west 
NSW. She is a highly respected journalist, producer and presenter of 30 years, who 
was recruited as Guardian Australia’s inaugural Indigenous Affairs Editor in 2018. She 
leads an experienced team of award winning journalists in Indigenous investigative 
reporting series. In the last 18 months, she has broken deeply impact stories including: 
HTLV-1 virus, The Killing Times, Deaths Inside, No River No Life.

Tom Allen Founder & CEO, 
Impact Boom

Tom has played a key role in the bid to bring the Social Enterprise World Forum to 
Australia, which if successful would be an enormous boost for all social entrepreneurs 
in Australia. He also does great work through Impact Boom around bringing voices 
from the sector to light.

Michael Andrews Director, St John 
Ambulance 
Queensland

Elected as Director after a time of long and unprecedented change, Michael—at 
the age of 20—has gained the respect and admiration of members, politicians, 
and academics alike. His unique ability to navigate the politics and traditions of a 
900-year-old organisation, enables him to position the organisation at the forefront of
innovation and progressive thinking.  Michael’s talent to influence others—through his
heart for people, and his call to service—coupled with his vision for the future, and his
eagerness to bring us all on the journey, ensure the organisation is relevant in the 21st
Century.

Jane Arnott General Manager, 
Consulting & 
Business Services 
at Community 
Business Bureau

“Jane Arnott leads the consulting service at Community Business Bureau, a social 
enterprise supporting Australia’s not for profits to build their business capability. Jane 
is also chair of the Social Impact Investment Network South Australia and a member of 
South Australia’s Purpose Council.

Jane has committed her career to supporting the not for profit sector and philanthropy 
in Australia, UK and globally.

Passionate and driven when it comes to supporting the community sector, Jane 
champions innovation and change. Highly intelligent, yet selfless and sympathetic, 
Jane motivates everyone around her to make a difference and worker harder for the 
greater good”

Aileen Ashford Kids First Australia Under Aileen's leadership, Kids First Early Years Education Program was designed to 
ensure that at-risk and vulnerable children realise their potential and arrive at school 
developmentally equal to peers. Over several years the program saw children receive 
unprecedented levels of holistic care through Kids First. An Australian first randomised 
control trial of the EYEP showed when compared to their peers, the participants have 
made gains across their IQ, resilience and emotional development factors. Their 
caregivers also had a reduced rate of stress compared to peers. he impact from this 
program is profound as there is potential for the children's life trajectories to change 
and the overall benefit-cost of the program will provide valuable evidence for not only 
public policy but the design of universal early education programs.

The following is a list of nominees with the stated reasons for why they were chosen. The views 
expressed do not represent Pro Bono Australia’s views but are the opinions of those who nominated.
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Maya Avdibegovic Executive Director, 
Court Network

Maya came to Australia in 1995 as a refugee from war-torn Bosnia. She worked in the 
family violence and multicultural sector for 8 years as CEO of InTouch, Multicultural 
Centre against Family Violence, supporting more than 1500 women and children 
annually. As a Senior Adviser at Family Safety Victoria she led the development 
of Everybody Matters: Inclusion and Equity Statement that underpins the Victorian 
Government’s vision for a more inclusive family violence system. She is currently 
Executive Director at Court Network overseeing more than 500 volunteers and staff 
who provide support to more than 200,000 vulnerable court users in Victoria and 
Queensland. She has a proven track-record of delivering innovative service models 
and strategic partnerships. Maya has been tireless in her advocacy to improve access 
to services for marginalised and diverse cohorts

Danielle Ballatine CEO / Your Side 
Australia

Danielle’s leadership through the storm of industry change and sector scrutiny 
is immensely appreciated by staff, colleagues and peers. Her vision for NFP’s, 
the community care sector and Your Side gives comfort and confidence to those 
around her. Regularly sought out for her opinion and advice, Danielle has become a 
respected and trusted leader and thinker for the NFP community care sector, leading 
to improved relationships and collaboration, at this critical time. Only with these 
qualities and actions can our industry deliver the highest quality of care, that Danielle 
strives to provide.

Vanessa Barry Chief Executive 
Officer, St.George 
Foundation

Vanessa is committed to helping Australian communities in a way that is authentic, 
meaningful and genuine. She listens to the for-purpose sector to understand how best 
to meet their needs and create lasting improvements to benefit people in Australia 
and the charity sector itself. Vanessa is an innovative for-purpose leader who has 
made a significant contribution to many small charities, connecting like-minded 
organisations to achieve the greatest impact.

Nancy Bassett To Be Loved The NFP sector and skilled in governance, stakeholder management and business 
development. She is the Chairperson of the charity, the TO BE LOVED NETWORK 
LIMITED. Nancy is tireless in her efforts to give children a voice navigating and going 
through Family Court proceedings as a result of family violence, separation and/
or divorce. Nancy is an Elder of Ngaruahine, NZ and currently undertaking high 
degree research at Monash University, exploring historical culture based revitalisation 
programs in preventing family violence in Maori and Aboriginal communities

Jade Blakkarly CEO at WISHIN Jade works tirelessly to lead WISHIN in its work supporting women and children who 
are experiencing homelessness and/or family violence. WISHIN is a small organisation 
with an impact that belies its size, both in terms of the support for women and its 
specialist role in the homeliness sector. Jade has lead the team through fundamental 
change over the last couple years; implementing ambitious new strategic directions, 
including a new evidence-based model of care.

Jay Boolkin Co-Founder, 
Social Change 
Central & Co-Lead 
Social Impact 
& Partnerships, 
Seventh Street 
Ventures

Jay is a quiet achiever, however incredibly dedicated and effective, in his work across 
the social sector. Through Social Change Central, he continues to connect social 
entrepreneurs and change makers to all of the support and resources they need to 
thrive. With Seventh Street Ventures, he his helping to facilitate investment into the 
social enterprise and impact sectors.

Judith Bowden Lolly Jar Circus Inc. Judy works voluntarily and tirelessly to make the world a better place by including 
young people with disabilities or at social risk in joyful and empowering arts activities.  
She founded Lolly Jar Circus Inc. over 6 years ago with the aim of including young 
people of all different shapes, sizes, colours and tastes (the “lollies”) in circus activities 
that encourage them to take risks, persist and achieve at their own level in an 
atmosphere of acceptance and fun.  In the LJC logo, the lid is off the lolly jar as the 
young people bounce out of the classes taking their skills and confidence with them

Denise Bradley CEO of Animal 
Welfare League of 
Qld (AWLQ)

Dr Lois Frankel - “There is a time for women to lead, that woman is you and your 
time is now”. Denise Bradley, CEO of AWLQ is a trailblazer for professional women, 
especially those choosing to engage in community betterment, animal welfare or 
simply being a leader & voice. Determined, gracefully fierce & extremely personable, 
she leads her team through a challenging era of making a charity a surviving 
& sustainable NFP business. You won’T see her in the spotlight spruiking her 
achievements. She is humble in knowing she is changing the landscape for homeless, 
stray & surrendered animals in SEQ.
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Gerard Brody CEO - Consumer 
Action Law Centre

Gerard has been a fierce and fearless advocate for consumer rights both in Victoria 
and across Australia. Gerard and the organisation, Consumer Action Law Centre, have 
led the StoptheDebtTrap campaign to bring reform to pay day lending, have provided 
submissions and evidence to a number of inquiries including the banking royal 
commission and as a result of these there has been huge changes to the financial 
services sector. Gerard is considered to be a leading voice for consumers on financial 
services and products in Australia and represents this on a number of forums and 
committee’s.

Emma Brooke CEO United Way SA In the 2 years Emma has been CEO United Way SA has gone from strength to 
strength. Doubling the number of children on their early literacy program, whilst 
pulling the organisation from closing down status to thriving and reaching more 
children in disadvantaged communities. Passionate and selfless Emma goes beyond 
being just a CEO. As a leader she mentors and encourages her staff to be the best 
they can be and is supportive during challenges.

Anna Brown CEO, Equality 
Australia

Anna is a powerhouse, from co-chairing the marriage equality Yes campaign, leading 
important legal cases, to founding Equality Australia-- an organisation dedicated to 
improving the lives of LGBTI Australians, Anna is tireless and an inspiration.

Dr Andrew 
Browning AM

Medical Director 
- Barbara May 
Foundation

As a young Obstetrician/ Gynaecologist Andrew journeyed to the most remote 
region of Ethiopia to visit his aunt, Valerie Browning AM, where he saw first-hand 
the appalling lack of maternal help or services available to underprivileged and 
nomadic tribes women. Many were dying in childbirth or suffering terrible injuries from 
prolonged labour. He made it his life’s mission to help the disadvantaged women of 
Africa and has spent 17 years as a volunteer in the remotest areas of the world. He 
has overseen the opening and running of several dedicated maternity hospitals and 
outreach programmes that are providing all services free-of-charge. Last year more 
than 10,000 women benefited from the services he oversees.women benefited from 
the services he oversees.

Madeleine 
Buchner

Founder and CEO 
/ Little Dreamers 
Australia

Maddy began Little Dreamers at the age of 16 years old, inspired by her own 
experience as a Young Carer. Since then, she’s built a team of 14 staff, changing 
the lives of over 2,000 Young Carers every year. She’s passionate and tirelessly 
committed to making a difference, and she’s a fierce and determined young female 
leader!

Matiu Bush Founder / One Good 
Street

Matiu started a social impact initiative to help reduce social isolation and loneliness 
in older people in his neighbourhood, it has grown to over 1000 members and 
active across 4 states, this grass roots program changes the lives of older adults 
experiencing isolation and loneliness.

Shani Cain CEO - Oaktree 
Foundation

At 25 years old Shani is the CEO of Australia’s largest youth-led international 
development agency, she is also the youngest ACFID Board member by 25 years. 
With a background in refugee settlement and youth empowerment, she leads with 
vulnerability, honesty and integrity. She is passionate about youth, gender and 
sustainability. Her commitment to standing behind front line, grass roots organisations 
and amplifying the voices of  those closest to the pain is truly inspiring. She also 
shares her experience with hardship and diversity to break down stigmas and to 
ensure we are shifting power.

Liz Cameron-Smith The Impact 
Assembly (PwC)

Liz is a rising young Australian social impact leader, thinker and practitioner 
influencing the way we work across sectors to solve complex social problems. Liz has 
been instrumental in shaping PwC’s new approach to social impact as founder and 
leader of The Impact Assembly. Its focus on collaboration for social change enabled 
thousands to join forces on education inequity, mental health, obesity and Multiple 
Sclerosis. 

Liz’s latest contribution is towards ending homelessness through The Constellation 
Project, a growing cross-sector collaboration. Liz introduced the social labs method to 
drive innovative solutions and create more homes for people who need them most

Sabrina Chakori Founder / Brisbane 
Tool Library

 Founder, speaker, activist, author and researcher, Sabrina (27yo) is invested in 
creating systemic change that will build a new social just and ecological sustainable 
post-growth economy. In 2017, Sabrina founded the Brisbane Tool Library, a social 
enterprise that enables people to borrow tools, camping gear, sports equipment and 
other items rescued from. This model reduces the environmental footprint, while 
saving money and space to people. TEDx and Social Enterprise World Forum speaker, 
Sabrina stressed about the importance to redesign society’s landfill economy. All 
of this, while being a full time PhD candidate researching how to transition to zero-
packaging food systems
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HY William Chan Fellow, UN 
Sustainable 
Development 
Solutions Network

HY William Chan is an outspoken community advocate. Named a “”visionary 
entrepreneur”” by Forbes (2019), William developed a ‘global first’ life-changing 
technological tool. It enables refugees to create useful 3D-printed elements from 
plastic waste, improving their camp environment while educating STEM skills.

A gifted urban designer, William has contributed to Australia’s most significant social 
housing, rapid transit, and urban regeneration developments. His solutions have 
been exhibited across 40 cities. He also advises the World Economic Forum, UN 
Sustainable Development Solutions Network and UNICEF.

William is also a surf lifesaver, fostering inclusive communities by teaching surf safety 
to refugees and migrants.

Eleanor Coffey Redgum Cleaning 
Cooperative

Eleanor is a co-founder of Redgum Cleaning Cooperative; a ground-breaking worker-
owned co-operative (part of the Earthworker co-operative network). Apart from 
her work as a cleaner in the co-operative, Eleanor is an inspiring young speaker 
for social enterprise. For example she recently spoke at the ‘Brotherhood Talks: 
Co-operatives and mutuals “a win-win for workers and communities experiencing 
disadvantage’ where she outlined realistically the challenges and rewards as a co-
operative entrepreneur. The enterprise has been awarded for excellence by Employee 
Ownership Australia, and is working very successfully with a waiting list of clients. 
Redgum feathers profit-share, green tech for cleaning and is leading with good wages 
and conditions in what can be a very exploitative industry.

Vicki Condon Founder & CEO, 
Raise Foundation

Vicki Condon is an exceptional woman who was recently awarded a Member (AM) of 
the Order of Australia (General Division). Vicki started Raise Foundation 10 years ago 
with a mission to impact youth wellbeing and engagement through early intervention 
mentoring programs in schools and communities. Raise Foundation has provided a 
trained mentor for more than 5,400 young Australians, and have trained more than 
4,000 volunteers from the community to be youth mentors. Research shows that 
quality mentoring greatly increases a young person’s confidence and self-respect. 
For teenagers, mentoring greatly reduces the risk of mental health issues, drug and 
alcohol addiction, teenage pregnancy, juvenile justice issues, homelessness, and 
poverty in later life.

Alison Covington Founder & 
Managing Director, 
Good360 Australia

In under 5 years Alison has pioneered the diversion of $103m of new, surplus goods 
from 120+ businesses. These new goods, almost 10m items, have been repurposed to 
1,550 Australian charities and disadvantaged schools. Up to 1,900 tonnes have been 
diverted from adding to landfill. Alison’s initiative has clearly helped Australians in 
need, Australian businesses and our environment.

Anna Crabb Head of Strategy 
and Partnerships, 
B Lab

With her rich cross-sector experience in government, politics, the non-profit sector and 
consulting, Anna is driving innovative partnerships to engage the business community 
to improve their impact on the community and the environment. Anna is making a 
significant contribution to B Lab’s system change work by exploring ways to transform 
corporate governance and business practices for the betterment of society. In the past 
year, Anna has developed the Better Business for a Better World Guide - an excellent 
resource for businesses who want to thrive, based on CSIRO’s Australian National 
Outlook report. Her perspectives have been featured in the ABC, the Australian 
Financial Review and The Mandarin.

Professor 
Catherine Crock 
AM

Chair, Hush 
Foundation; 
Physician, RCH; 
Professor, Faculty 
of Health, Deakin 
University.

 A life dedicated to others, Cath’s unwavering passion and determination is 
revolutionising healthcare. Chair of the Hush Foundation, an organisation bringing 
the arts (music, narrative work, plays) and Kindness events into healthcare, Cath is 
transforming the healthcare culture and experience for patients, families and staff. 
Under Cath’s leadership, Hush have produced 17 music albums specially for hospitals 
and aged care with renowned Australian singer-songwriters and composers, as well 
as three touring healthcare plays (written by Alan Hopgood AM) a children’s treasure 
book and an anthology on kindness. I put Cath forward for this award because of the 
warm, driven, and innovative leader she continues to be. 

Sabina Curatolo Director / Impact 
Investing Australia

“Sabina is Director of Policy and Social Enterprise Development at Impact Investing 
Australia and leads the Impact Investment Ready Growth Grant program. 

Sabina drives social change through advocacy, public policy and social innovation. 
For nearly 20 years she has been influencing international development and domestic 
social policy. Since 2016, Sabina has focused on leveraging the potential of impact 
investing as a tool for addressing inequality.

Sabina builds awareness, understanding and support for impact investment by 
consistently bringing the conversation back to the ‘why?’. She’s a mentor in the 
workplace, reinforcing values of social justice, gender equity and diversity.”
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Edmund D’Cruz Executive Director “Driven by his passion and determination ‘to provide every young people the 
opportunity to realise their full potential’; Edmund has led an impressive 3 year 
transformation of Phoenix House from a homelessness service to an innovative and 
successful service, providing ‘alternative education’ to 300+ ‘at-risk’ young people 
annually, in Northern Sydney.
With his highly enthusiastic and dedicated team, Phoenix House has undergone a 
rigorous journey of change, as documented by a Monash University research team, 
with Dr Ferreira calling it ‘a remarkable story of resilience’. Edmund’s leadership has 
seen Phoenix House being awarded the Australia Day Community Group of the Year 
2019 Award from North Sydney Council.

Penny Dakin CEO Australian 
Research Alliance 
for Children and 
Youth (ARACY)

Penny has created an environment whereby ARACY is again able to fulfil its mission 
of bringing people together to uncover evidence which when put into practice - can 
have a hugely beneficial impact on children and young people. Penny is particularly 
passionate about ensuring the needs of ˜the quietest Australians” voteless children 
and young people, are met.  A great example of Pennyâ€™s success in re-establishing 
ARACY™s collaborative role is the number and calibre of those who have agreed to 
participate in the National Early Years Summit 2020 as Partners, Thought Leaders and 
Panellists.

Karen Dare CEO Communify “ For over 20 years, Karen Dare has led a team who provide an innovative and 
local response to over 8000 people annually who are experiencing social and 
financial vulnerability and disadvantage. Communify’s programs include housing and 
homelessness, child protection, aged services, drug and alcohol programs, mental 
health programs, neighbourhood centres and emergency relief.
Karen firmly believes in partnerships and amongst many of these has established 
and led a consortia that advocated to the State Government to address the financial 
challenges of those people living in Queensland seeking asylum leading to funding of 
$4.2m to address this need.”

Mike Davis Chief Podcast at 
Humans of Purpose, 
Head of Strategy at 
TaskForce

“Mike has inspired, impacted and connected 100,000 young people since he started 
Humans of Purpose in 2017. 150 conversations of case studies have helped our young 
people navigate toward a meaningful and socially impactful career (26%) and 67% 
have improved their mindset and 30% connected with role models (our guests) in 
person. 

Mike has dedicated 150 hours of content to people and organisations in the 
community sector who care about and are making a social impact every day. As a 
result many intelligent and highly skilled young people have moved into for purpose 
sector jobs and launched social enterprises.”

Jack de Groot CEO, St Vincent de 
Paul Society NSW

“Following various senior executive/advisory roles in the social sector, Jack has been 
leading the St Vincent de Paul Society NSW through a period of change since 2016, 
transforming one of Australia’s oldest and best-loved charities into a modern social 
service agency with robust infrastructure, strong governance and sustainable growth, 
and ensuring its ability to be responsive to the disruption and challenges facing the 
sector.

From embracing new social enterprise opportunities and building for the future 
through the 2020-22 Strategic Plan, to leading the call for a government commitment 
to social and affordable housing, Jack’s leadership is inspired by the Vinnies tradition 
of addressing poverty and inequality.”

Belinda Dimovski Director 
Engagement and 
Support/Australian 
Red Cross

As a leader at Red Cross with over 250 employees in her area, Belinda engaged, 
inspired and led the team on a journey of change. We were all encouraged to think 
differently, work differently, question the status quo, innovate, upskill, take educated 
risks and apply the learnings to achieve continuous improvement. Her experience 
and skills are a great asset to the not for profit sector. It is truly a privilege to work 
alongside her and be a part of the team that could really shift the way the sector 
engages with their supporters.

Simon Doble CEO / SolarBuddy “Simon Doble is an inventor and social impact entrepreneur who specialises in 
creating innovative solar energy solutions for the humanitarian and off-grid sectors. 
He founded The Doble Group in 2012, with a vision to develop innovatively designed 
and superior performing solar lighting solutions for the millions of refugees living in 
energy poverty.

Simon is the founder and CEO of SolarBuddy, which was created as a way to educate 
and empower the next generation of children globally towards a more sustainable 
future and make a positive impact on the lives of children living in energy poverty via 
its innovative solar light school program.”
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Anna Donaldson CEO of Lively Anna is the CEO and founder of Lively, a not for profit social enterprise. Lively has 
developed a home care model based on inter-generational connection and exchange 
to reduce social isolation amongst older people, improve youth employment 
outcomes and build a more age friendly society. It is a more human model of care 
with people at the centre.  To do this, Lively initiated a design process with young 
people, older people and their families to re-imagine home care. The Aged Care 
Royal Commission interim report recently stated that the way we treat our elderly 
“diminishes us as a nation”. Anna is an inspirational leader with a vision and care 
model to change this.

Dr Samantha 
Edwards-
Vandenhoek

Deputy Chair 
/ Swinburne 
University School of 
Design

Samantha is the founder of Marngo Designing Futures, a national culture-centred 
aspiration initiative that provides Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander secondary 
students with opportunities to develop and reinforce their own cultural identities 
and resilience through creative arts, film, media and design practices and projects. 
Samantha has forged trusted partnerships with Indigenous communities, creative 
practitioners, schools and art centres to develop place-based and ‘on-Country’ 
programs that foster self-determination, co-creation and knowledge sharing.  Her 
advocacy has been recognised with Vice Chancellor’s Awards for Reconciliation, 
Community Engagement and Teaching Excellence, Victorian Premier’s Design Award 
Commendation and National Good Design Award for Social Impact.

Bradley Farmer 
AM

National Surfing 
Reserves

Brad Farmer AM has given over 40 years of community and voluntary service to 
Australia and internationally. Brad founded Surfrider Foundation Australia (surfrider.
org.au), National Ocean Care Day, National Surfing Reserves (surfingreserves.org) 
and World Surfing Reserves (worldsurfingreserves.org). Foremost amongst Bradâ€™s 
achievements has been his advocacy on behalf of the surfing community and coastal 
community groups. He has contributed greatly to a global model for proactive surf 
break protection and coastal stewardship.federal government tourism aus global 
coastal ambas and advisor/.  In 2013, Brad was appointed as an official Australia Day 
Ambassador. In 2019 Brad was appointed a Member of the Order of Australia (AM).

Alistair Ferguson Founder and 
Executive Director, 
Maranguka

“Alistair Ferguson is an inspiring leader and First Australian. After years of service to 
his community of Bourke, Alistair stepped out of an assured Government role to take 
on the challenge of leading Maranguka Justice Reinvestment, First major JR initiative 
in Australia.
This ground-breaking initiative is dramatically changing the lives of the children and 
families of Bourke and has begun to benefit other Aboriginal communities across 
Australia. Alistair demonstrates the courage, vision, perseverance and generosity of 
spirit that exemplify the qualities of an Impact 25 nominee.”

Lynda Ford CEO of Enterprising 
Partnerships; 
Director of iGen 
Foundation; 
Intercultural Cities 
Expert

Community worker, CEO or board member in charities for 33 years. Started social 
enterprises employing more than 400 people. She delivers social and economic 
impact in her various enterprises and for the past 7 years has run entrepreneurship 
training for over 3,000 young people, migrants and disadvantaged people to start 
their own business. The first Australian Intercultural Expert with the Council of 
Europe, advocating interculturalism to reduce social fragmentation delivering a more 
cohesive and inclusive society. Her new social impact business is Squirrl.com.au travel 
underwear to help women travel safely. All of these endeavours were created using 
her own initiative and resources.”

Chris Freel CEO of UnLtd Chris has united an entire industry to tackle a major problem - youth disadvantage. 
As the leader of UnLtd, the social purpose organisation for the media, marketing 
and creative industries, he has brought together usual competitors and enemies to 
change the lives of thousands of young people at risk. Since joining, Chris has led 
UnLtd through a period of unprecedented growth thanks to his vision, strategy and 
relentless drive to make a difference, helping UnLtd grow their social impact value to 
$65 million. Chris has an extraordinary ability to inspire others and bring an industry 
together to make a difference where it matters most, our country’s future

Nina Funnell Co-Director, End 
Rape on Campus

“Nina is a sexual assault survivor advocate and director of End Rape On Campus 
Australia. Nina has tirelessly and successfully campaigned for law reform via the 
#LetHerSpeak campaign to change gag-laws which silence rape victims in Tasmania 
and the Northern Territory. In response, both jurisdictions are now in the process of 
amending these archaic laws.

Nina produced the Red Zone Report into college hazing and assault, and has 
successfully campaigned to raise $500,000 for the NSW Rape Crisis Centre to run a 
trauma-specialist counselling hotline for unviersity students. This has helped those 
impacted by sexual assault stay engaged in education.”
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Carmen Garcia CEO Community 
Corporate

Carmen is the CEO of Community Corporate a niche diversity and inclusion firm 
driving greater social impact in the corporate sector through collaboration and 
partnerships. Her firm helps hundreds of refugees, migrants, disadvantaged youth 
nationally access work by building bridges and developing soft skills to overcome 
barriers. This social innovator is influencing the corporate sector through various 
platforms including co-convening the InDaily 40Under40 business leaders and 
entrepreneurs alumni, driving social impact investment projects, digital transformation 
platforms and is the first Australian-born and youngest National President of the 
Filipino Communities Council of Australia representing the 6th largest ethnic group in 
Australia.

Melanie Gentgall CEO, PRAXIS 
Australia

PRAXIS Australia is an NFP, whose mission is to ensure the welfare of research 
participants, and the quality of research through education. Since PRAXIS was 
founded in 2015, over 5000 people have engaged with their education services at 
introductory and more expert levels.  

Melanie Gentgall is a Registered Nurse and clinical triallist and has been a Human 
Research Ethics Committee Member for 10 years. PRAXIS is Melanie’s second “start-
up”;  her first being the establishment of a Phase 1 Clinical Trials Unit which she led 
for a decade. She is a role model for research staff and is passionate about making a 
difference to the lives of patients and society through research

Arabella Gibson CEO, Gidget 
Foundation Australia

Arabella is passionate about supporting parents who are suffering from perinatal 
depression and anxiety (PNDA). Maternal suicide is the leading cause of death 
amongst new mothers, with 100,000 new parents experiencing PNDA annually. At 
Gidget Foundation Australia, Arabella and the team have expanded the Gidget House 
program, offering free face-to-face perinatal psychology services to cover 2 states and 
11 sites (expanded from just the one) and introduced two new programs providing free 
direct consumer support: Start Talking, offering nationwide telehealth psychological 
services for regional, rural and remote communities; and Gidget Village, offering 
group therapy support for new parents

Tenille Gilbert Managing Director/
Society Melbourne

Tenille has successfully taken on an enormous role as the Managing Director 
of Society Melbourne. She dedicates her days tirelessly to establishing Society 
Melbourne as a fully functional social enterprise supporting young people 
experiencing homelessness in Melbourne.  She also has the foresight to develop and 
grow the enterprise into more than a hospitality based workplace through researching 
ways to expand the business.  She is passionate about the cause and is determined to 
see changes take place that will benefit young people experienceing homelessness in 
Melbourne.

Cassandra 
Godden

COO, STREAT Cass is the ultimate quiet achiever and has been integral to STREATâ€™s success. 
Cass is our Chief Operating Officer and she literally keeps the show running. Whilst 
we witness awe-inspiring achievements by our trainees in our Youth Programs on 
a daily basis, and whilst our CEO Bec Scott is ridiculously entrepreneurial, Cass is 
the unsung hero of STREAT. She is more innovative than McGyver. Her influence 
extends across 100+ staff over 10 different businesses, translating into operational 
success such that STREAT is now 85% self-funded through our enterprises. Itâ€™d be 
wonderful to shine a light on these efforts and their impact.

Amanda Goodman Impact Investment 
Group

Amanda has worked in philanthropy and impact investment for two decades. Amanda 
is Head of Syndication and a Director of the Giant Leap Fund at Impact Investment 
Group. Amanda looks after capital raising across IIG and has been instrumental in 
launching new impact products and funds in Australia. Previously, she was Head of 
Planning at JCA, a non-profit responsible for supporting the NSW Jewish community. 
She was a founding Director of The Observership Program and is currently Deputy 
Chair of Stand Up. Amanda sits on steering committees for the Impact Investment 
Forum (part of RIAA) and The Giving Forum

Sean Gordon OAM Founder & CEO / 
SchoolAid

Sean leads SchoolAid, a national school-based charity supporting youth mental health 
that has involved 60% of 11000 schools. Sean, received an OAM for service to the 
community & education in 2019; is a Director at Its Time Foundation (Fiji educational 
and environmental projects); Parish Pastoral Council member; featured as change 
maker in Pro Bono; presented to education leaders in WA, NSW, SA, QLD; launched 
national accreditation program for schools with the GG; has an Awards program in 
flight; rolling out school Social Action Team kits; facilitates The Kids Ambassador Team 
boardroom program;

Gaelle Gouillou CEO/The Spiers 
Centre

“Gaelle joined The Spiers Centre as CEO during a period of significant challenges 
and uncertainty in the sector with a passion for social justice and supporting 
disadvantaged and vulnerable communities. She has developed strong and positive 
collaborations with the local Aboriginal community guided by the principle of self-
determination and ensured the long-term sustainability of the Centre. 
Gaelle volunteers on several not-for-profit Boards and holds professional membership 
with the AICD and the ICDA. She is committed to proactive advocacy in social justice 
and policy reform.”
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Bev Greet OAM Artist & HIV/AIDS 
Health Educator, 
Aboriginal 
Community 
Development 
Worker / Melbourne 
Sexual Health

Bev is an amazing story teller who has taken her own experiences of living with HIV to 
make a powerful difference for affected communities including Aboriginal people and 
positive women.

Dr Lisa J. Griffiths 
Griffiths

Chief Executive 
Officer, OzChild

Dr Lisa J. Griffiths has been instrumental in introducing systemic change to achieve 
better outcomes for vulnerable children and young people. Her belief that children 
thrive when they can remain safely with family has seen the introduction of evidence-
based programs to OzChild’s service offering. Until the introduction of these programs 
the welfare sector in Australia were rarely delivering evidence-based practices, 
now they are embraced; evidence-based practice is now required to be used by 
leaders and managers in policy decision making and as the public’s expectations for 
evidence-based solutions is growing Lisa is driving significant change in the system.

Corinne Habel Head of Fundraising 
Women’s & 
Children’s Hospital 
Foundation

Corinne constantly and consistently encourages her team to think outside the box to 
introduce innovative and creative solutions.  She is supportive of her team and creates 
an environment where collaboration and innovation thrive.  In an time of increasing 
competition for the charity dollar resulting in tighter budgets the drive for innovation, 
especially in smaller non-profits is rare.   Rarer still is a leader that allows and even 
encourages her team to present ideas, gain support from the Board and embrace new 
initiatives.  Bringing over 25 years of global experience to her role, Corinne mentors 
her staff and shares her deep knowledge of all facets of fundraising.  She is willing to 
roll up her sleeves and do whatever it takes to support the team in their individual and 
collective success.

Alecia Hancock Hancock Creative, 
Director and 
Founder

Alecia works tirelessly to bring top quality training and education to Charities, Not for 
Profits and the cause sector to increase the impact of their Social Good. She inspires 
everyone she works with, with her contagious passion and energy to really Change 
the World.

Tim Hanna CEO Compassion 
Australia

For humbly and effectively leading Compassion Australia for over 10 years, with 
kindness and Compassion for our global neighbours. Compassion has grown and 
flourished under Tim’s guidance to this date  122,055  children living in poverty 
have been connected to an Australian sponsor and are known loved and supported. 
The ripple effect on global poverty will be felt for decades to come. Tim is finishing 
up his time as CEO well and is handing over to Clare Steele for the next chapter in 
Compassion’s positive future of bringing a hope more powerful than poverty.

Carly Hanson Sector Sustainability 
Coordinator, 
Community Legal 
Centres Queensland

Through Carly’s work in the community and legal sectors, she observed that many 
solicitors, support workers and volunteers were impacted by exposure to the 
traumatic experiences of their clients who had experienced domestic violence. 
Carly’s research found the number of people seeking legal help from Queensland’s 
community legal centres for their domestic violence issues markedly increased. In 
response, Carly successfully pitched for grant funding and developed a 12-month 
program of online training, recordings and factsheets to provide practical skills to 
enable frontline workers to assist targeted client groups, as well as organisational 
strategies to manage the impacts of vicarious trauma.

Mele-ane Havea Chair, B Lab 
Australia and New 
Zealand

Mele-Ane is dedicated to creating an inclusive and regenerative economy. She 
embodies the spirit and approach needed to make this shift. Mele-Ane has been a 
highly capable steward of B Lab in a time of significant growth in our region, and a 
highly active global contributor.

Paul Higginbotham Chief Executive 
Officer, Earbus 
Foundation of WA

“ Paul is an influencer. His passion for empowering Aboriginal children to learn 
through listening is second to none. His advocacy for children suffering from middle 
ear disease led him to establish Earbus Foundation of WA in 2013, who currently 
service +70 sites across WA, supporting thousands of children to hear well and learn 
well.

An amazing advocate and much-admired leader, Paul was instrumental in lobbying 
state and federal politicians through the establishment of the Australian Collaboration 
on Hearing and Education (ACHE) and he continues to influence at the highest level 
today to achieve Earbus’s mission of eradicating middle ear disease. “
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Nina Hjortlunch Founding Director, 
Australia for Cedar 
Tanzania

Within the first 18 months of having arrived to Australia she has made an immense 
impact in International Development shining light on the needs in rural Tanzania 
through her campaigns for Australia for Cedar Tanzania. Not only has she successfully 
single-handedly set up a thriving NFP, registered with the ACNC and achieved 
DGR status,  she has also managed to raise significant funds through crowdfunding 
and grants. Through her persistence and perseverance she has also achieved a 
partnership with Department of Health WA to provide training of midwives in rural 
Tanzania.

Yvonne Hong Founder and 
CEO / Pets of the 
Homeless Australia

“Yvonne’s impact on the social sector is both broad and distinct.

As the founder and CEO of a volunteer-run organisation that supports people facing 
homelessness with their companion animals, Yvonne changes lives for the better 
every day. 

What began as a personal mission to provide food and veterinary care for pets in 
need has grown to encompass emergency boarding, foster care, social partnerships 
and Victoriaâ€™s first Pet Food Bank.

But Yvonne is also leading a larger grassroots movement to shift community 
perceptions about people facing housing instability and the value that pets play in our 
lives.

She deserves this recognition.”

Alexander Horton Founder, econome Alexander is taking a leading role in utilising educational technology to enable 
collaboration between the social impact sector, higher education sector and corporate 
sector through creating online learning experiences that align with the United Nations 
Sustainable Development goals. Collaboration between these siloed industries will be 
crucial to face the challenges of the 21st century.

Dr Arnagretta 
Hunter

ANU She tirelessley advocates to highlight the impact of climate change on human health 
and cardiovascular disease. She is the lead for Doctors for the Environment, ACT.

Dianne Jackson CEO Opportunity 
Child

Di Jackson has been an incredible support to United Way Australia and The Hive in 
Mt Druitt over the last couple of years. This work is complex and challenging and it 
has been critical for us to collaborate with other leaders who can support the work. Di 
brings a depth of understanding to early years education and thought leadership to 
collaborative approaches to community engagement. She always brings wise counsel 
just as we need it. Di is a true and authentic leader who is values-led in all she does. 
She is a friend and confidant to many in the sector.

Bernard Jenner Chair and Founder, 
Hope Bereavement 
Care

Dr Bernard Jenner OAM paediatrician family therapist. After seeing a need to support 
families who had lost a child, he created Hope Bereavement Care (Hope). Hope is 
a Geelong NFP offering free information, support and counselling when grieving 
the death of a baby, child, the sudden and unexpected death of an adult, loss after 
accident, fire, suicide. He also created Gateways Support Services to provide all of 
life support for children with disabilities Autism & ID, and their families. Bernie remains 
chair of both 38 years-on, giving his time and expertise, continuing to drive his passion 
to support vulnerable families

Clinical Professor 
David Joske MBBS 
FRACP FRACPA

Founder, Chair, 
Solaris Cancer Care 

David is a pioneer in Australia in meeting unmet needs of cancer patients.  David 
founded charity Solaris Cancer Care in 2001, the first cancer supportive service 
provider of its kind in Australia. Founding Solaris was courageous and put his 
own medical reputation at the time on the line. When David founded Solaris, the 
importance of holistic care and support required by patients undergoing medical 
treatment was not well understood or championed, many  were opposed to the 
concept. David’s impact from his evidenced based research, leadership and 
championing the cause is substantial - he impacted medical and public opinion 
and created real action - providing cancer patients and their families and carers the 
support services they need to cope with the emotional and physical side-effects of 
diagnosis, treatment, recovery and palliative care.

Kathy Kaplan OAM Impact for Women 
inc

"Kathy Kaplan founded impact by accident. A simple one-off activity has grown into a 
significant charity with no paid staff and no paid premises making massive differences 
to women and children fleeing traumatic family situations. 
The one-off activity involved 12 friends packing 100 small gift boxes. Nearly 14 years 
later, more than 1000 volunteers pack some 4000 Bags of Love each year, play Santa 
to thousands of children, provide free childcare at the Moorabbin Magistrates’s Court, 
repair and refurbish Safe Houses and more. A conservative estimate of these gifts  - 
all brand new - and services nears $4million.”

Julia Keady Founder/Chief 
Cheerleader
The Xfactor 
Collective

Julia Keady is a changemaker with a vision for the future – a vision for supporting 
social change leaders and also the many social change consultants. She has worked 
tirelessly to create and build the Collective over the last 2 years with a mission to 
help reduce burnout, enabling changemakers to work smarter not harder with the 
collaborative infrastructure needed to support this.
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Patty Kinnersly CEO, Our Watch “Patty Kinnersly is a national leader in the prevention of violence against women. From 
sporting fields, to boardrooms and government offices, she brings women and men 
across all parts of the community together to help create an Australia where women 
are safe, equal and valued.

As CEO of Our Watch, Patty inspires change, mobilises effort and helps other 
organisations to connect and share knowledge. 

Passionate about increasing women’s participation and visibility in sport, a teenage 
Patty helped establish Ballarat’s first women’s football team. Today, she is the Carlton 
Football Club’s first designated board member to manage the Women’s Football 
portfolio.”

Juan Fernando 
Larranaga

State Director, WA, 
Save the Children 
Australia

Juan is the driving force behind Save the Children’s award-winning Collective Impact 
initiatives, leading the way with innovative place-based approaches to community 
development. WAAPI is a unique Aboriginal-led, co-designed approach to improving 
early childhood outcomes of Aboriginal children in the West Kimberley. The initiative 
is a truly progressive model, now being considered for communities across WA. Juan 
also leads the backbone team for the YPP - a cross sector collaboration addressing 
over representation of Aboriginal children in the juvenile justice system in Perth. Both 
initiatives are changing the system - WAAPI was described as â€œturning social 
investment on its head”.

Rechelle Leahy Co-Founder, 
RegionalCollab

Rechelle is the co-founder of RegionalCollab a firm focussed on improving the social 
and economic capital of rural Australia, pioneering regional collaborations to make a 
genuine impact where they are needed most. RegionalCollab helps rural Australians 
develop projects creating economic and social benefit, influencing the government 
and private sector to partner with rural Australia to build a stronger future. This 
advocate is influencing government, NFP’s and business to improve outcomes in rural 
Australia through platforms including being named as an Australian Financial Review 
100 Women of Influence in 2019 and as the Vice President of the National Rural 
Women’s Coalition.

Victor Lee Co-founder and CEO 
of Communiteer

“Victor has been a volunteer for over three decades and has worked across 
corporates and charities to create cross-sector collaboration opportunities.

He saw a gap between individuals and companies who want to help, and charities 
who are looking for help. So together with his team at Communiteer, they’ve used 
crowdsourcing technology to connect, engage and mobilise volunteers to tackle the 
world’s greatest social challenges.

Since the launch of Communiteer in June 2018, they’ve collaborated with 17 
corporates to mobilise over 6,000 changemakers to support 474 charities and further 
their cause.

Victor is a strong believer in systems change and empowering individuals to make a 
difference in their own way.”

Barbara Lepani Social & Cultural 
Innovation 
Animateur / BMCAN, 
Wild Mountain 
Collective

 Barbara Lepani is a social and cultural innovation animateur, who, as a sociologist, 
has worked in the government, not-for-profit, uni and private sectors in Australia, PNG, 
New Zealand and China.  In New Zealand and China, she worked on community-
based development projects through the Rigdzin Foundation led by Amnyi Trulchung 
Rinpoche, for the Tibetan community in Sershul County, Sichuan Province. Barbara 
has extensive experience as a member of University, State and Federal Government 
committees and with her work as founder of the Wild Mountain Collective, part of 
BMCAN, is using the arts to explore and celebrate the ‘wild’ and our interconnected 
relationship with nature and one another, to engage with a philosophy of regenerative 
living through arts based community events and strategies.

Claudia Lennon Manager, Resilient 
Families - The 
Benevolent Society

Claudia Lennon is the Manager of the Resilient Families (RF) service. Delivered by The 
Benevolent Society, RF is an Australian designed and implemented, evidence-based, 
intensive family preservation service intended to divert children from entering out-of-
home-care (OOHC). Under Claudiaâ€™s inspiring, impact-focused leadership, RF was 
the first successful Australian Social Impact Bond (SIB) to reach maturity, the first SIB 
to transition to a payment-by-results model, and the first outcomes-based contract in 
the area of child protection in Australia. Claudia has been key to the success of this 
service, and her passion for supporting families and her staff is truly inspirational.

Darren Lomman Founder, 
Greenbatch WA

In his mission to reverse the fact by 2050 there will be more plastic in our oceans 
than fish, Darren has galvanised the community to deliver on his vision. He is the 
founder and Director of Greenbatch; WA’s first plastic reprocessing plant, turning PET 
plastic bottles put into recycling bins into 3D printing filament for schools to build and 
create with. Darren is an exemplar engineer who has mastered the ability to innovate, 
influence and inspire incredible outcomes for the community. Taking this on has 
presented many challenges but undeterred, his secret he says, is to take action.
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Tim Lo Surdo Founder, National 
Director at 
Democracy in 
Colour

Tim is the Founding Director of Democracy in Colour – Australia’s first racial and 
economic justice organisation led by people of colour. In two years, they have built 
a 12,000+ strong movement; ran a marriage equality campaign; had thousands of 
conversations during the 2017 Queensland, 2018 Victorian and 2019 Federal elections 
to hold race-baiting politicians to account; launched first-of-their-kind campaigning 
fellowships for POC; and organised NGOs to invest hundreds of thousands of dollars 
in new jobs for POC through their placement program. Tim is also on the Boards of 
Plan International, Environment Victoria, Be Slavery Free, and Climate for Change.

Gilbert Lorquet Chief Executive 
Officer / NORTH 
Foundation

Gilbert is driven by an incredible sense of purpose to bridge gaps in research, patient 
care, equipment needs and capital infrastructure in his role as CEO of the NORTH 
Foundation, registered charity for the Northern Sydney Local Health District. In the last 
12 months, Gilbert has meaningfully engaged with clinicians, researchers and hospital 
staff through a renewed strategic vision, plan and focus to extend its fundraising 
program which has already had an incredible impact on growing philanthropic support 
from generous donors and corporate partners in its quest to increase funding from 
$10 million to $30 million within 5 years.

Jessica 
Macpherson

OAM and CEO of St 
Kilda Mums

Jessica is an outstanding CEO for St Kilda Mums. Starting this not- for - profit 
organisation 10 years ago on her front porch she has grown to be one of the leading 
charities in Victoria. Her commitment to ensuring every baby and child has a safe start 
to life across Victoria has seen her help over 20,000 babies and children in Victoria 
through also creating Geelong and Eureka Mums.

Melissa 
Macpherson

Executive Director,  
People For Purpose

Melissa has made it her focus to improve governance practices in the non-profit 
space. She shares her intimate knowledge of good governance and great candidates 
far and wide often for free. She transformed our board with her ability to truly 
understand our ecosystem and I’ve heard this time and time again. She improves 
the leadership capability of every nfp she works with. She is highly respected for her 
values, integrity and intellect. She is not just head. She brings her heart to everything 
she does. I’d love to see someone like her celebrated. see someone like her 
celebrated.

James Maskey Beyond Blue, 
National 
Engagement 
Manager, Police and 
Emergency Services 
Program

“James Maskey tirelessly promotes the positive mental health of emergency service 
personnel across Australia. He maintains close relationships with all emergency 
services agencies across the country, influencing change at a state and national level.  

A former police officer, James was diagnosed with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. He 
is also an elite ultra-endurance athlete, representing Australia on the world stage in 
ultra-marathon running, raising funds for mental health organisations. 

He passionately strives to challenge mental health stigma and encourages help 
seeking behaviours.”

Rachel Mason 
Nunn

Good Will Hunters The podcast is a voice for experts in all fields of development, rethinking ways to link 
the private and not-for-profit sector for meaningful change. It is approachable and an 
excellent podcast for humanitarian practitioners, students and casual listeners and is 
helping to shed light on the nuanced issues of aid and development.

Sally McCutchan CEO & Executive 
Director, Impact 
Investing Australia

Sally is an Executive Director and CEO of Impact Investing Australia and also a 
member of the Expert Panel of Australia’s Social Impact Investing Taskforce; the 
Australian Advisory Board on Impact Investing and the QBE Committee for Social 
Impact. She believes passionately that growing impact investing which combines 
social or environmental impact alongside financial return can bring more and 
better outcomes for our Australian and global communities and the planet.  Sally 
is particularly  committed to the empowerment of women and those experiencing 
disadvantage reflected in her roles as a non-executive director of Indigenous Business 
Australia Asset Management, and Oxfam Australia.

Geraldine 
McDonald

Director of 
Wellbeing Peter 
Macallum Hospital

Geraldine is the Director of Prevention & Wellbeing at Peter Mac. Geraldine has a 
passion for assisting patients and their families with any wellbeing needs they may 
have and also supporting patients and their carers navigate the complex health 
system. As part of this Geraldine was awarded a Churchill Fellowship to explore how 
we could better help patients and their families navigate the complex healthcare 
system.” Geraldine focuses on ensuring patients and their carers have the information 
and tools needed to have the best possible patient experience, using principles of co-
design and patient centered care.

Andrew McGarry Founder, Recruit for 
Good

Andrew founded innovate360 (Rebranded as Recruit-for-Good), a B Corp & Social 
Traders Certified recruitment agency that operates as a social enterprise, integrating 
community support into business operations. As clients hire staff with Recruit-
for-Good, 20% of all fees are donated to charity, helping business to grow and 
communities to prosper, together. By putting people and community first, Andrew has 
created a highly effective approach to recruitment and a revolutionary new (&proven) 
means of fundraising. To demonstrate impact: Recruit-for-Good has recruited 80 staff 
for one client across 3 years, reducing recruitment costs by estimated $500,000.00; 
generating $170,000.00 in donations for the homeless.
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Felicity McMahon Head of Programs, 
Starlight Children’s 
Foundation

Felicity has overseen the transformation and development of programs for children 
and young people at Starlight. She is innovative, creative and has championed the 
need for research and evaluation to measure the impact of programs and the work 
with indigenous communities in the NT and WA has been ground breaking in using 
the creative arts to promote health and well being.

Adam Milgrom Tripple Adam who is one of three founders of Tripple a family office dedicated to impact 
investing and philanthropy has many talents and has applied his gifts to a wide range 
of roles supporting the impact investment, NFP and Foundation sectors for over a 
decade. Some notable roles include Venture Partner at Giant Leap Fund, Director of 
Future Super, Partner at Index Awards and mentor with FYA Young Social Pioneers. He 
is humble and generous.

Nicole Millis CEO, Rare Voices 
Australia

 Twelve years ago as a mum, Nicole Millis successfully advocated for access to 
treatment for her son with a rare disease. Today, as CEO of Rare Voices Australia 
(RVA), Nicole advocates to put rare disease awareness and policy on the map in 
Australia. Nicole’s ability to work collaboratively with advocates, key organisations, 
governments, researchers, clinicians and industry has made once seemingly unlikely 
outcomes a reality, including the Morrison Government commissioning RVA to work 
with stakeholders to deliver the National Strategic Action Plan for Rare Diseases, 
which has the potential to change health and wellbeing outcomes for two million 
Australians.

Cathy Miller Consultant Cathy has worked at the forefront of social action in Queensland toward achieving 
equality, pay equity & freedom from violence for women. In the 1990’s she helped 
establish new domestic and sexual violence support services, the DV Protection Act, 
women’s NFP health services. She chaired the Qld Premier’s Council for Women & 
went on to head the Qld Office for Women. Cathy helped people share their stories of 
sexual abuse to the Royal Commission. She now volunteers at FareShare Qld.

Theresa Mitchell Founding Director of 
Agape Outreach Inc.

Theresa dedicated 25 years to community service work, founding Agape Outreach 
Inc. serving the homeless and needy, providing over 200 meals per week to people 
living rough. Running a food rescue program (2 tonnes food per week) that provides 
disadvantaged families with food hampers, Theresa also sources emergency 
accommodation, teaches life skills classes, provides case management, counseling, 
& access to showers and laundry. She attends medical and court appointments, 
and performs marriages and funerals for the homeless. She is now looking to open 
housing. Through her compassionate work, Theresa has made significant difference 
to the forgotten members of the community.

Carmel Molloy The NonProfit 
Alliance

“Carmel Molloy is CEO and Co-founder of The NonProfit Alliance (NPA) which she 
launched in partnership with Kelly Beaumont. NPA is the only collaborative Peer2Peer 
network of its kind, launched exclusively to support Australia’s social sector leaders. 
Representing many of the country’s beloved charities, NPA Members collectively 
lead thousands of NFP staff and champion the needs of hundreds of thousands of 
Australians, united in their desire to make the world a better place. 

Carmel’s extensive NFP career includes CEO and leadership positions with national 
and international NGOs including World Animal Protection, Australia for UNHCR, 
Camp Quality and Kids Helpline. Carmel founded and built Business Chicks the 
premier Australian business women’s network”

Melissa Monterio Chief Executive 
Officer at 
Community Migrant 
Resource Centre

Melissa Monteiro has managed the CMRC for the last 20 years and works closely with 
community leaders in Western Sydney to create greater social impact. Melissa has 
empowered and mentored many not-for-profit organisations and individuals. She is 
passionate about migrant and refugee women, humanitarian resettlement and social 
justice issues. Melissa has an extensive background in advocating for and developing 
services for vulnerable and at-risk communities. Melissa has won the Western Sydney 
University Community Services Award in 2013. Melissa is currently the Chairperson 
of the Settlement Council of Australia, Board Director of Western Sydney Community 
Forum & Anti-Discrimination Board NSW .

Kado Muir Marnta Pty Ltd Kado drives Indigenous concerns and is a great role model for other Indigenous folk.  
He has a passion for ensuring a sustainable Indigenous culture and has done fantastic 
work in “revitalising sleeping languages”

Professor Kristy 
Muir

CEO - Centre for 
Social Impact

Kristy has helped CSI live up to its potential and start to achieve its mission. The 
current  Amplify initiative and new executive education content will positively change 
the for-purpose sector, and Australia as a country.
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Greg Mullins AO 
AFSM

Former 
Commissioner Fire 
& Rescue NSW and 
Climate Councillor at 
the Climate Council

In recent weeks, Australia has been overwhelmed with catastrophic bushfires, 
destroying homes and tragically taking lives. In April, Greg established the Emergency 
Leaders for Climate Action, a group of 23 former fire and emergency chiefs who 
can collectively speak out and draw on their decades of experience responding to 
emergencies. Greg has been an influential voice calling on the Federal Government 
to increase resourcing to emergency services and to implement a credible climate 
and energy policy. Greg has reached millions of Australians with the message that 
Australia is experiencing an unprecedented fire season which is being exacerbated by 
climate change.

Sandy Murdoch Founder & Program 
Director / TRACTION

“In 2015, Sandy recognised an opportunity to bring more innovation to tackle 
problems where young people in various communities were not engaging well. Since 
then, Sandy and others formed TRACTION to empower vulnerable young people to 
discover, connect and realise their own positive and successful future.
 
Sandy now leads a team that provides a safe, inclusive, action-based environment 
where nearly 1,000 vulnerable youth have built better self-esteem, found a sense 
of belonging and discovered their potential to create their own future. TRACTION 
partners with referral agencies (schools, community organisations, child safety, youth 
justice agencies) to produce outstanding social impact.”

Andrea Nave CEO Forget Me Not 
Australia

“As an innovator, Andrea has engaged the practical features of Australia’s first Modern 
Slavery Act to the work of the charity across the world impacting children living in 
orphanages as modern slaves.
The impact of this practical innovation has resulted in freedom for children from the 
orphanage industry and reconnection to their missing family.
Andrea’s innovative thinking has delivered a clear demonstration for the broader 
Australian donor population, a solution for harmful orphanage voluntourism. This 
demonstration is impacting the way Australian’s fund child welfare abroard.”

Lucinda Nolan CEO, Ovarian 
Cancer Research 
Foundation

Our pioneering advocacy around the importance of early detection has now been 
endorsed by the Federal Minister for Health and included in the National Women’s 
Health Strategy 2020-2030. The strategy included the allocation of $20 million for 
ovarian cancer research, to be awarded from 2019-20 to 2022-23 via the new Medical 
Research Future Fund. OCRF under Lucinda Nolan, will continue to pursue better 
outcomes for the thousands of women and their families impacted by an ovarian 
cancer diagnosis.

Chantelle 
O’Donohoe

Ms Charity Australia “Chantelle is an inspiration and role model for all. She has a strong passion for raising 
funds and awareness for Children’s Medical Services as well as Children’s Education.

Being a proud Nukunu Aboriginal woman Chantelle has a sincere concern for bridging 
the gap within the education of Indigenous and Non-Indigenous Australians. Chantelle 
works at a non-profit Aboriginal organisation where she shares her knowledge 
in emerging technologies with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities 
nationally. 

Outside of her full-time employment Chantelle is a mother who raises awareness for 
social issues and injustices, is an advocate for several organisations and programs 
and has donated over 600 hours of her personal time to volunteering. “

Dermot 
O’Gorman

CEO, WWF-Australia We all have a certain idea of how NGOs are run. And yet, we also see that traditional 
ways, whilst making some wins, aren’t going to create change fast enough at high 
enough scale. Over 3 years, Dermot has lead a significant culture change at WWF 
which has lead to the creation of 2 global blockchain based impact ventures as well 
as the Panda Labs innovation model to scale from Australia to the global network.

Jordan O’Reilly Director and CEO/
Hireup

Jordan has created a company, Hireup, that connects people with a disability to 
support workers in local communities all around Australia. Users now have the choice 
and control over who will support them in their daily lives. With 35,000 support 
connections made already, Hireup has saved its users over $30m in their funding 
packages while paying support workers industry leading wages.

Esta Paschalidis-
Chilas

Government & 
Member Relations 
Manager

Esta has worked in social services for 30 years and while in her 20s, was appointed 
CEO of Metro Assist, a long standing non-government organisation in Sydney. She 
is also Co-Founder of Settlement Services International (SSI), one of Australia’s 
largest humanitarian settlement organisations. For the past 5 years she has been 
the Chairperson of the NSW Settlement Partnership (SSI lead consortium of 21 
organisations), delivering oven 30,000 sessions to newcomers throughout NSW. 
Esta is currently SSI’s Government & Member Relations Manager, driving strategic 
government advice, maximising SSI’s positive impact and growth as well as leading 
the way in incorporating government relations in SSI’s eco-system.
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Greg Pattinson Chief Executive 
Officer, Foodbank 
SA

Greg is a fantastic leader who has transformed Foodbank South Australia into an 
innovative, resourceful, results oriented organisation. Under Greg’s guidance and 
leadership Foodbank SA now has six Food Hubs, four warehouses, distributing food 
to more than 126,000 vulnerable South Australians each month, either directly or via 
more than 500 schools and 500 welfare agencies and community groups. Foodbank 
SA’s awareness levels are the highest in the country and their programs are becoming 
a model for other Foodbanks and food relief organisations.

David Pearson Interim - Australian 
Director, Institute 
of Global 
Homelessness

David Pearson is an innovative, passionate and dedicated professional committed 
to creating a stronger and more prosperous community. He championed and was 
integral to the formation of the Adelaide Zero Project and is now building a national 
campaign of communities seeking to end homelessness using a similar approach. He 
is also committed to supporting the growth of the social enterprise sector as a teacher, 
consultant, voluntary board member and facilitator.

Dr. Don Perlgut CEO, Community 
Colleges Australia

As the CEO of Community Colleges Australia (CCA) since December 2015, Dr Don 
Perlgut has worked tirelessly to strengthen Australia’s not-for-profit community-based 
adult and community education providers, so that they, in turn, can do their good 
work of serving Australia’s most vulnerable and disadvantaged, including people with 
disabilities, Indigenous Australians, people from lower socio-economic backgrounds 
and regional & rural residents. Don has worked in the NFP sector for more than two 
decades, notably for ten years as the CEO of the Rural Health Education Foundation. 
He brings tremendous passion and commitment to his work, inspiring all who work 
with him.

Michael Perusco CEO Berry Street “Michael has led large organisations including St Vincent de Paul  NSW and Sacred 
Heart Mission in Victoria, and driven changes in government policy and priorities to 
assist some of Australia’s most vulnerable people.
Michael continues to play a key role in driving government reform, and in his current 
role as CEO of Berry Street, he is raising awareness of the alarming increase in the 
numbers of children being removed from their families. His focus is transforming the 
child protection system to focus on intervening earlier to keep more children safe, and 
implementing evidence-based strategies to help them recover and thrive.”

Vanessa Petrie CEO, Beyond Zero 
Emissions

“Vanessa has extensive experience leading policy, strategy and infrastructure 
planning, specialising in sustainability.  Vanessa brings people, knowledge and ideas 
together to spark the change we need in a zero carbon world. Beyond Zero Emissions 
produces independent and innovative research detailing pathways for a ten-year 
transition in each major sector of Australia’s economy.

Joining BZE in 2017, Vanessa and her small team of staff and over 100 volunteers 
have successfully launched Collie at the Crossroads: Planning a Future without Coal; 
NT: The 10 Gigawatt Vision; Rethinking Cement; Electrifying Industry; Zero Carbon 
Communities Guide and the 2018 Australian Local Government Climate Review.”

Dr. Emma Phillips Principal Solicitor 
Deputy Director 
Queensland 
Advocacy Incc

Emma Phillips has been the quiet achiever in driving the human rights agenda both 
in Queensland and nationally. Her breadth of knowledge about the intersection of 
international human rights law and their implementation at a local level has been 
pivotal in the introduction of the Queensland Human Rights Act and work leading 
up to and following ratification of the Optional Protocol for the Convention Against 
Torture in Australia. Emma’s commitment to the most vulnerable people with disability 
has raised awareness of key issues confronting and impacting people with disability 
across the civil society. Emma’s ability to enlighten and encourage others to create a 
genuinely civil society is underscored by her authenticity as a person who lives as she 
espouses

Reece Proudfoot Head of Innovation 
& Impact Investing

Reece Proudfoot is Head of Innovation and Impact Investment at WWF-Australia. At 
heart, Reece is an alliance builder who is passionate about bringing together new 
and unlikely partners to collaborate on complex problems like climate change, food 
security, and most recently, post-bushfire regeneration. Reece is driven by a mission 
to help evolve the NGO sector and explore new, untried pathways to achieve the 
greatest possible impact. In 2017 Reece co-founded WWF’s Panda Labs, WWF-
Australia’s award-winning innovation program. Having delivered successful ventures 
like OpenSC, Impactio.Global and The Greenhouse Sessions, Panda Labs is now 
operating in seven WWF offices around the world.

Stephanie 
Rajalingam

Manager, Warmun 
Art Centre

Stephanie works with passion and drive to serve the Warmun Art Aboriginal 
Corporation and its members in the Gija community of Northern WA. She has enabled 
positive growth and honors artists, staff, elders and young people involved with the 
Art Centre. Her capacity to work with the Board, the elders and Cultural leaders has 
produced many outcomes for the community and wider remote Indigenous Arts 
industry including economic, social and cultural achievements.
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Laura Reed Co-Lead Social 
Impact & 
Partnerships / 
Seventh Street 
Ventures

Laura Reed challenges the status quo, works across lines of difference and inspires 
others to do what’s right, not what’s easy, to create positive change. From one-on-
one mentoring of aspiring social entrepreneurs to designing community investment 
strategies for Australia’s biggest companies, no one can doubt Laura’s demonstrated 
history of impact. Her personal integrity, unrelenting perseverance and creativity is 
an inspiration to all those that come into contact with her. Laura embodies what it 
means to encourage and facilitate the creation of coalitions and activities for social 
change. She has truly mastered the skills, attributes, and values of moral leadership 
- a combination of empathy, immersion, understanding, and action and is selfless in 
passing this on so that others can become more effective, collaborative agents of 
change.

Rob Rees Founder/Kitchen 
Challenge

Rob Rees Kitchen Challenge has an impressive impact. He has insights from vast 
experience that he shares generously. Working this year with Rob was a powerful 
capacity building experience. Rob wants to continue influencing change in our 
communities and our leaders as well as our food, health and education systems. Our 
work for 20 years has been nurturing attitudes towards better human outcomes and 
reducing inequality. Rob strongly feels if you have a great idea that works you are 
obliged to share it with others.  Thank you for helping us promote positive change and 
impact.

Sarah Rosborg Founder, Director, 
CEO - Rafiki Mwema

Sarah has had a huge impact on hundreds of traumatised young men and women 
both directly and indirectly. She co-founded a charity called Rafiki Mwema, which 
means loyal friend in Swahili. This charity works in a variety of ways to have long 
lasting positive effects on individuals and the community. In short, Sarah houses and 
offers therapy to abused children, as young as 3 that have been raped or sexually 
abused. Her charity houses these young people employing locals, assists them 
through court proceedings (has had laws changed), and offers outreach programs for 
those that have returned to their homes. Sarah does this entirely through fundraising 
and awareness raising.

Graeme Samuel, 
AC

Chair Dementia 
Australia

Graeme led the unification of the Alzheimer’s Australia Federation to establish a 
unified national organisation called Dementia Australia in less than 12 months.  DA is 
the national voice for people affected by dementia - 450,000+ people with and the 
2nd highest cause of death. Under Graeme, DA is working to improve the standard of 
care for dementia, get earlier diagnosis and reduce discrimination against those who 
have dementia.  Graeme is also leading the establishment of a network of national 
comprehensive dementia centres throughout Australia, providing clinical and and non 
clinical care and research.  .  Graeme’s personal commitment is making a difference 
for those affected by dementia, including families, carers and friends.

Catherine Scarth CEO, AMES 
Australia

Cath Scarth leads AMES Australia, a significant migrant and refugee settlement 
agency which supports more than 40,000 people in Victoria, South Australia, 
Tasmania and NSW to settle successfully and participate fully in a cohesive and 
diverse community.  AMES Australia delivers a comprehensive range of services 
including housing support, orientation programs, English language tuition, vocational 
training, social enterprises and employment services.

Camille 
Schloeffel

The STOP Campaign Recognition of Camille’s efforts will be a source of strength to keep advocating 
for change surrounding sexual violence, even when faced with setbacks. Camille 
founded, managed and currently directs The STOP Campaign, a nationally accredited 
student-run not-for-profit, which aims to end sexual violence on campus through 
education and empowerment. The campaign has grown from an idea to a NFP in 
one year, as a result of Camille’s hard work and dedication. As well, Camille has a 
multitude of other commitments, including paid employment and volunteering with 
local community organisations.

Jason Schmidt Founder Hurricanes 
Inclusion cup/
Community 
Inclusion Cricket. 
Tasmanian Sports 
coordinator/
Special Olympics 
Australia. Inclusive 
Volunteering 
program 
coordinator/ 
Volunteering ACT

Jason’s passion for empowering people with a disability is unparalleled.
Jason has created a dozen cricket programs across Tasmania, including intellectual, 
vision impaired and the only wheelchair program in the country.

Jason established a pathway program for ID players from his pilot program Hurricanes 
Inclusion cup, to the state ID team. Jason worked for Special Olympics Australia where 
he increased participation by over 200% across Tasmania working with sports such as 
Tennis, Swimming, Golf, Lawn Bowls.

Jason now lives in Canberra where he works for VolunteeringACT, empowers people 
with a disability to find Volunteering roles and trains ACT organisation to develop 
inclusive practices. 
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Meredith Scott CEO, Opportunity 
International 
Australia

An awesome, hardworking, inspiring CEO of Opportunity International Australia 
(Opportunity) and Director of Opportunity’s Indian subsidiary, facilitating 6.4 million 
small loans to people living in poverty in Asia and providing development support to 
millions more

A long term volunteer & supporter of multiple NFP organisations & mentor of CEOs 
of KidsXpress Limited, The Grace Centre for Neonatal Intensive Care (Westmead 
Children’s Hospital), & School for Life Foundation; a director/council member of 
Pymble Ladies College and Wesley Community Services Limited (Wesley Mission).

This following a 32 year career at Ernst & Young including 19 years as audit partner & 
is Honorary Fellow of Sydney University Senate 

Deegesh 
Maywah

Director, Employ 
Ability

Deegesh’s journey was challenging, but has characterized the person he have 
become, and solidified the mark and legacy he want to leave in this world. While 
addressing the numerous social issues in Mauritius, he was always looking forward to 
bringing a safer ecosystem to the deprived society and vulnerable groups, one which 
would enable them to flourish with opportunities, inspired and in turn bring positive 
change at the grass root level. Since then, he has contributed in numerous ways, for 
the uplifting of the Mauritian society, providing our beneficiaries (1470) new lease of 
life and dependence to amputees by giving them a new prosthesis (Free of charge) 
and on the second phase provide them a full time employment (594). After being 
awarded by the Queen Elizabeth II through the Queens Young Leaders Programme, 

Bernie 
Shakeshaft

BackTrack Youth 
Works

“After seeing the plight of disadvantaged youth in his community, Bernie Shakeshaft 
decided to take action. Starting in 2006 with a shed and an idea, Bernie founded the 
BackTrack Youth Works program, turning around the lives of some of Australia’s most 
vulnerable kids.
Using the skills he learnt from Aboriginal trackers in the NT, 52-year-old Bernie has 
developed an award-winning program that uses animal-assisted learning, agricultural 
skills and a residential facility.
He and his extraordinary team have helped more than 1000 children reconnect with 
their education, training, families and community, offering them love and support to 
live out their hopes and dreams.
The program has helped decrease Armidale’s youth crime rate by 38%, saving millions 
of dollars and keeping kids out of correctional systems.”

Alex Shead Founding Chairman, 
Food Ladder

Alex started NGO Food Ladder (then Fair Business) 11 years ago as he wanted to use 
his business skills to help those without mentors & those who were disadvantaged in 
gaining employment. Using his own funds he acquired businesses which he turned 
into social enterprises, employing the long-term unemployed. His first business hired 
30 people in year 1 & continues to increase PA. Now at the helm of Food Ladder, 
which has been the NGO’s iteration for 5 years, he has ensured 1000s around the 
world are fed, educated & employed. He is an out-of-the-box, impactful thinker & key 
driver of the NGO.

Bronwyn 
Sheehan

Founder and CEO, 
Pyjama Foundation

Bronwyn has enabled over 1500 foster children around Australia to be given the gift of 
learning . Her organisation trains and places volunteers with foster children providing 
these children with a stable and safe relationship with an an adult who reads , plays 
and gives them their time each week. Thousands of children and by extension their 
families have been effected by Bronwyn’s work. Bronwyn personally knows many 
of these children and her involvement in their lives has had immeasurable results . 
Bronwyn’s commitment to vulnerable children is inspirational .

Sam Shlansky CEO Marco Polo 
Project

For over 10 years, Sam has developed education-focused projects in rural and urban 
Australia as well as in the ASEAN. This is despite his own challenges with health and 
migrating to Australia. He has designed and delivered over 700 participant focused 
workshops with Scouts, CMY, AIYA and in Indonesia. Sam creates spaces for mutual 
exchange between local and new Australians skill development and capacity to learn 
and grow while in Australia whether they came as migrants or students.  In recognition 
for his excellence in bringing together communities beyond his own, he received the 
2018 Victorian Multicultural Commission Youth Excellence Award.

Maree Sidey CEO, Australian 
Communities 
Foundation

Maree is a compassionate and courageous leader, driven by the pursuit of social 
and environmental justice. Her leadership at Australian Communities Foundation 
is helping a local giving community become a national collective of wealth activists 
working for a fairer and more sustainable Australia. Maree has grown ACF’s capacity 
as a broker of change, leveraging its infrastructure and inspiring new giving. She has 
introduced a rigorous impact measurement framework, divestment from fossil fuels 
and the transition towards 100% responsible investing. With $110M in funds under 
management and distributions totalling $10M per year via 700+ grants, this is strategic 
philanthropy for everybody.
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Anna Skarbek CEO, ClimateWorks 
Australia

I am nominating Anna Skarbek for the Impact25 because of her relentless positive 
attitude. ClimateWorks Australia is reliant on philanthropy to turn climate change 
theory into action. Anna cultivates relationships across public and private sectors, 
party lines and international contexts to urge action. Closer to home, Anna has always 
- in her decade as CEO - gone out of her way to bring her staff and board along with 
her in having a positive mindset. Working in climate change can be overwhelming. 
Anna cultivates an open culture, where challenges are shared and staff wellbeing is 
highly valued.

Dr. Barbara 
Solarsh

Communication 
Access Co-
ordinator/Scope

“For over 20 years, Dr. Barbara Solarsh has directly supported hundreds of people 
with communication disability to design initiatives that drive greater inclusion 
nationally and globally, developing their leadership skills through communication 
access employment opportunities and mentoring.  Communication access is when 
everyone can get their message across, regardless of how they communicate. 

Barbara pioneered Scope’s internationally recognised Communication Access Symbol 
and accompanying standards which has been awarded to over 200 organisations 
across retail, leisure, transport and justice. Barbara also led development of the 
Communication Access Network in Victoria, including training and employment of 
over 130 disability support staff as Communication Coordinators in their services.”

Mel Spencer President, Different 
Journeys

Mel Spencer is a co-founder of Different Journeys, which fills a vital gap in support 
for older children, teenagers and adults with autism. Mel and her fellow committee 
members are in an excellent position to understand the needs of their members 
because most of them are on the autistic spectrum. The organisation stages regular 
events to help its nearly 400 members reduce social isolation and learn invaluable life 
skills. My commitment has resulted in a support system for a community that would 
otherwise quite likely be quite misunderstood, underestimated and marginalised, says 
Mel.

David Spriggs CEO, The 
Infoxchange Group

David Spriggs, CEO of the Infoxchange Group is a committed leader and a passionate 
advocate for using technology to help society™s most vulnerable people. David™s 
impact includes growing the reach of Ask Izzy, a free and anonymous mobile website 
that connects people in crisis across Australia, which has had more than 1.5 million 
searches in the last year alone. David is always seeking ways to achieve social justice 
through technology and has been instrumental in bringing in new partners including 
Google, NAB and Telstra to help solve issues around homelessness, family violence 
and more.

Carly Stanely CEO & Founder of 
Deadly Connections 
Community & 
Justice Services Inc

Carly is a strong, inspirational, proud Wiradjuri woman who established Deadly 
Connections (DC) as a direct community response to the overwhelming representation 
of Aboriginal people in the out of home care/justice system. Carly has not been 
paid a full-time wage since the inception of DC but continues to dedicate full time 
hours to building and maintaining DC. Carly is driven by her and her husband’s 
lived experience and commitment to creating change and improving outcomes for 
Aboriginal people and communities. Carly has been instrumental in developing 
innovative and culturally responsive services/programs and collaborative partnerships 
that aim to influence change.

Naomi Steer National Director, 
Australia for UNHCR

Naomi has been a courageous and highly respected  advocate for refugees over 
20 years. She has led  Australia for UNHCR from  a one person  startup, to one of 
Australia’s leading humanitarian  aid agencies raising more than $250 million for 
refugees worldwide. In achieving this, Naomi has connected hundreds of thousands 
of Australian donors  to refugees , provided employment  for refugees in Australia 
and helped deliver health, education,  training  and livelihood services to refugees 
worldwide. She is passionate  about working with  refugee women and girls to build 
better futures and enabling them to lead  independent, secure and fulfilling  lives

Elise Stephenson Social Impact 
Director, Social 
Good Outpost

Elise has been working tirelessly to promote social enterprise, gender equality, human 
rights, and community empowerment to an absolutely gruelling schedule of travel in 
the ASEAN region, coordinating, writing, creating, supporting partners, clients and 
speakers in her work this year as a curator of Australia now in partnership with DFAT 
and Social Good Outpost. Her work has seen her facilitate workshops to over 3000 
youth on supporting human rights in countries where “you can’t talk about that”, and 
helping share stories, connect people and give local communities connection to a 
broader creative, socially-minded business network in the region.

Dave Sweeney Anti-nuclear 
Campaigner, 
Australian 
Conservation 
Foundation

The work Dave has done to free the world of nuclear weapons and promote 
responsible handling of nuclear waste in Australia is unique. He has an encyclopedic 
knowledge of his subject, and is respected by policy makers and regulators nationally 
and internationally; he is an incredibly effective ally and supporter of Indigenous 
people protecting their country from mines and dumps; and recently won a Nobel 
Peace Prize for the work of the International Campaign Against Nuclear Weapons, 
which he co-founded. Dave’s work brings us nearer to a just, peaceful world without 
nukes. 
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Belinda Tilley Founder I-Myself Belinda is a bodacious pioneering, faith-filled woman, who’s career spanning from 
Zimbabwe to Australia as awarded media producer and influencer, has evolved into 
social enterprise  ‘I-Myself’  that’s pre-emptively empowering young people’s self 
perceptions. Her Collaborative Community Project ‘HER-self’ brings these concepts to 
vulnerable women.
Award nominated for Community Achievement, Wellbeing, Leadership, and Influence  
(SA Community Achievement Awards, Wibrd IWA, Financial Review 100 Women 
Influence, Telstra Business Women’s Award), Finalist Innovation OBA 2018 & SA Public 
Education Awards 2019 for changing people‘s opinions of themselves.
Her journey speaks compassionate, optimistic pursuit of  ‘doing good’ through 
innovative collaboration and Kind, Authentic connection.

Allan Turner Managing Director 
Zaidee’s Rainbow 
Foundation

For the past 15 years I have been Australia’s loudest voice when it comes to driving 
the message about organ and tissue donation after the sudden death of my 7 years 
old daughter Zaidee back in 2004. Zaidee was the only child in Victoria that year 
to be an organ and tissue donor under the age of 16 years. I have not stopped for 
15 years driving this message nationally via sport, school education and the wider 
community. My mission is to help save more lives especially children that need a life-
saving transplant now and into the future. “Inspire Discussion”

Amanda Young  CEO First Nations 
Foundation

Amanda Young is a force of nature. Her innovations have changed the way Indigenous 
people engage with financial services. She led the superannuation industry to remote 
Indigenous communities and found $24 million Indigenous superannuation. Her 
dream for the world’s first Indigenous financial edu-tech program launched in 2019; 
financial services can now connect to their Indigenous customers and build their 
financial literacy at scale. Her impact in four years is stunning, winning her a role as 
a global leader in social and economic equity as an Atlantic Fellow at the London 
School of Economics.

Ben Vasiliou CEO, Youth Projects Ben is a fearless young leader who uses his lived experience to drive real change 
for vulnerable Australians. Ben has dedicated his life to community service. Ben 
became CEO of Youth Projects in 2017 and has created an industry leading outcomes 
framework that has seen engagement grow to over to 50,000 contacts and support 
delivered annually, to the most vulnerable people experiencing homeless and young 
people in need. Ben’s innovative thinking and contemporary approach to leadership 
has enabled the launch of new outreach programs, employment support and 
extended health services, all of which are changing and saving lives every day.

Richenda 
Vermeulen

CEO, ntegrity 
agency

Richenda is a dedicated advocate for NFP marketing. She founded ntegrity agency to 
help NFPs grow. This year ntegrity won the Australian Marketing Institute’s Campaign 
of the Year for WISE Employment, a NFP that helps people with disability find work. 
For the past 3 years she’s lead an annual research project on digital marketing in 
Australia, of which the report is given away for free to help the industry move forward. 
She is an example of an inclusive, honest, and values-driven leader.

Natalie Walker CEO, PartnerSPEAK Natalie Walker is a force to be reckoned with. She is tackling the insidious, deeply 
traumatising and far-reaching problem of online child sexual abuse material and 
the serious ramifications for all who are affected by this shocking crime. Along with 
her team, she does this using a model that centres the experiences of those with 
lived experience. This is all whilst leading the way in creating a workplace in which 
employees are recognised as fully human and given the flexibility and support to 
thrive in their work and in their personal lives. In every way Walker creates impact.

Emma Kate 
Wallace 

Founder, WEFTshop Emma is a social justice champion. She is the founder of non-profit social enterprise, 
WEFTshop, that has been supporting refugee and migrant artisans to earn a fair 
wage, preserve their skills, and share their culture for more than 10 years. What drives 
Emma’s work is a passion for women’s empowerment and a belief that creativity 
and collaboration have the power to transform lives. Her commitment to Fair Trade 
practices and creating a market for marginalised artisans’ skills has not only created 
Fair Trade work where there was none, but helped to improve the lives of many 
artisans and their families.

Sharon Walsh Director Volunteer 
Services / Bendigo 
Health

“Sharon is a driver for the advancement of volunteer management, particularly in the 
health sector.  

Her achievements include;
2011, co-founded the Leaders of Health volunteer Engagement (LOHVE) Network  
2013, developed the annual LOHVE Network Benchmarking Survey, a longitudinal 
study of volunteer engagement across health services
2015, co-designed and coordinated the inaugural Leadership in Health Volunteering 
Conference 
2018, supported and a current research partner in the DHHS funded project to 
develop a competency framework for leaders of volunteers in health
2019, leading a regional project to promote, support and build the capacity of 
volunteers in health in the Loddon Health Partnership”
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Duncan Ward Founder & CEO, 
Classroom of Hope

In the space of 7 years, Duncan has built a new age charity from the ground up called 
Classroom of  that has developed 56 schools serving over 16,000 children with 
quality education in Rwanda, Myanmar, Laos, Cambodia and Indonesia. His leadership 
and tenacity has raised millions of dollars towards children’s education. Having left 
his corporate job, this has now become his life’s purpose and passion. In such a 
short period of time, many children’s lives have been touched in our neighbouring 
countries. He and his wife Nicola, quietly get on with the job at hand.

Marcus Watson BT Works “Marcus Watson is the leader of BT Works, BackTrack’s youth employment Social 
Enterprise. He has worked with young people “at risk” for over 15 years with a focus 
on Social Enterprise and reengagement in Education, Training and Employment. 
At BackTrack Marcus has led the development of BT Works which within its first year 
of operation won the 2018 NSW Social Enterprise of the Year by the NSW Business 
Chamber. 
BT Works is now an employer of the most unemployable youth in the Armidale region 
and continues to grow and commercially operate whilst creating jobs for those who 
are overlooked.”

Dave Wells General Manager, 
Innovation, Impact 
and Government 
Affairs, Melbourne 
City Mission

“Dave has led a 12-month negotiation with the Victorian Government on behalf of 
MCM to build Australia’s first social impact investment contract focused on young 
people who are disengaged from education and who have significant mental ill-health. 
Not only has Dave expertly managed the development of this unique program with his 
colleagues at MCM as well as the negotiations with Government, he has worked with 
leading Australian philanthropists to build a new form of investment mechanism that 
will unlock future philanthropic capital for social impact investing across the country.”

Manuela 
Whitford

Founder and CEO of 
Friends with Dignity 
Limited

Manuela saw that there was a need not being filled in the community and created 
a Charity to do it. She works full time is a mother of two, but manages to run a 
successful charity that won Charity of the Year 2018.
We empowers the community to #StepUpSpeakOutSupport victims of Domestic and 
Family Violence.
Manuela herself has been a victim of violence in her native country of South Africa 
and immigrated to Australia to get away from Violence, only to find out that it happens 
here as well as all over the world, hence Friends with Dignity was born.

Jesse Williams Executive Chair 
- Youth Disability 
Advocacy Network 
Inc. (YDAN)

He is a fiercely dedicated young leader and advocate. In his time as YDAN’s Chair, 
he has facilitated its growth from a small group of passionate young people, to a 
fully fledged organisation that employs staff and delivers community engagement 
projects for young people with disabilities throughout WA. He also developed our 
social enterprise strategy, creating employment opportunities for young people 
with disabilities who are often excluded from the workforce. This is all in addition to 
working full-time, & teaching vulnerable youth Tae Kwon Do twice weekly, through his 
Not For Profit school.

Shae Wissell CEO & Founder 
of Dear Dyslexic 
Foundation

Shae’s own journey with Dyslexia led her to suffer from mental health issues stemming 
from the struggles she faced. This led Shae to the decision to change the world 
through storytelling ,  creating Dear Dyslexic. Dyslexics now had their own voice for 
the first time.
Shae saw how the world could be, with innovative Australian research in Dyslexia and 
the workplace in her PHD, and by providing services in education.
She has influenced politics, teacher education and workplaces and won awards 
in Leadership, Making a difference, while also being nominated for the Telstra 
businesswomen of the year 2019.
Shae has collaborated with, politicians, universities, disability groups, corrections, 
workplaces and overseas and local experts to further the conversation around 
Dyslexia. 

Jacqueline Wong Founder, The Swim 
Project

Jacqueline founded The Swim Project, which empowers culturally diverse adults 
with swimming and water survival skills for life. The Swim Project’s innovative 
approach builds community through swimming and water sports, facilitates authentic 
conversations around water safety, instils courage and increases the collective 
swimming capability of young Australians.
Jacqueline has formed cross-sectoral partnerships including Royal Life Saving 
Society-Australia, Lifesaving Victoria, Multicultural Centre for Women’s Health and 
Goodsmiths, and donates a portion of profits to Global Drowning Fund. Jacqueline 
was Finalist for 2019 Westpac Institutional Bank Community Champion Award and 
recently attended the World Conference for Drowning Prevention in South Africa.

Angela Wood Founder - Big Group 
Hug Ltd

Angela is the Founder of a Victorian Not for Profit called Big Group Hug which is a 
completely
volunteer organisation. BGH provides material aid for children and families from 0 - 12 
years predominantly in the Northern Suburbs of Melbourne.  Angela saw a need and 
started this initiative from her home and now manages over 190 volunteers and assists 
more than 1600 families a year.
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Matthew Wright-
Simon

Changemaker 
Champion, Founder 
Ecocreative

Matthew Wright-Simon is a creative superconnector supporting changemakers to 
broaden minds and networks.
He has brought transformative ideas, communities and leadership together with 
TEDxAdelaide, Newday Leadership, Social Capital and through his business, 
Ecocreative.
 Matthew is a champion for social enterprise; co-founder of a sustainable textiles 
startup benefitting Catherine House’s homeless women; and board member for 
reconciliation innovator, A Sign of Respect.
In making change on the ground, Matthew co-founded Landscape Partnerships and 
supports BioR’s habitat restoration. He’s also a School Climate Strike parent helper.
Finally, as a philanthropic trustee, Matthew has helped Adelaide’s Awesome 
Foundation microfund $50,000+ of grassroots goodness.

Dr Sharon 
Zivkovic

CEO Founder 
Community Capacity 
Builders, CIO CO-
founder Wicked Lab

For over 20 years, Dr Sharon Zivkovic has been a passionate advocate, researcher, 
practitioner and leader for social enterprise. She’s the driving force behind the 
collaborative Adelaide Social Enterprise Meet Up and the SA Social Enterprise 
Council, a much-needed peak body.
Sharon founded Community Capacity Builders and cofounded Wicked Lab, social 
enterprises that deliver programs internationally to address seemingly intractable 
social policy problems.
Sharon is also a leading researcher, writing many journal articles and speaking at 
international conferences as a complexity and social enterprise expert
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